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60 DAY GUARANTEE

Ocean Rodeo offers an unconditional, 60 Day Satisfaction Guarantee on every product we sell. 

If for any reason you are unsatisfied with your purchase, you can return it to your original point of 
purchase for a full refund within the first 60 days.

No excuses means absolute trust in the equipment you use to pursue your passions on the water. 

Purchase that gear confident in your choices with our consumer trust program, a four pillar approach to support you 
in the buying process.

BUYBACK PROGRAM

Enjoy peace of mind with our new BuyBack guarantee.

   • Upgrade any brand of kite for up to 50% off.
   • Any brand of kite that’s less than 24 months old qualifies for the program.
   • Guarantee the kite’s future value: Buy today with confidence that we will BuyBack your kite   
     anytime in the next two years, no matter its condition.

0% FINANCING

Enjoy up to 12 months to pay for your purchase, interest-free! Combine with our BuyBack Program 
and ride new kites for as little as $45 a month.

EXTENDED WARRANTY

Customers who register their products (kites, boards, and drysuits) online automatically receive an 
extra 6-month warranty.

THE TRUST PROGRAM

Visit oceanrodeo.com/TRUST to learn more.

A New Way of Thinking

With the introduction of cutting edge ALUULA Composite materials into our kite construction, an entirely new way of 
thinking has opened up at Ocean Rodeo. We have discovered a new world of possibilities in terms of kite performance, 
a world which has the ability to completely revolutionize your kitesurfing experience.

Within most of the sports we enjoy, equipment and materials are directly linked to our desired performance attributes. 
For example, bikes will mix and match frames, shocks, tires and tubes with myriad opportunities in terms of materials 
and technologies.

Within kitesurfing, although we have innovated, we have always been limited by the materials we can use. Until now.

The Next Generation

For the last 20 years the kite industry has rewarmed a limited choice of component and material options. In a crowded 
industry, we’ve all been using essentially the same things, tweaking them and nudging them and calling it innovation…

Now a new dawn in material technology is upon us, and we now have choices beyond just using Dacron for air frames, 
ripstop for canopies, and PU film for bladders. The genie is out of the bottle, and it’s called ALUULA.

Ocean Rodeo, in partnership with ALUULA Composites, has developed completely new and innovative manufacturing 
techniques to work with these super lightweight and strong materials. This has allowed us to combine standard industry 
materials with brand-new composites, enabling us to deliver performance levels that were simply not attainable before.

This season we are proud to introduce Ocean Rodeo kites which are lighter, stronger and more fun to fly. The future is 
now, so please enjoy the ride. It’s getting better and better…



ALUULA A-SERIES

Featuring ALUULA AGx 82 Air Frame

The Lightest, Strongest Kites in the World.  

Overview:
The ALUULA A-Series is the dream we’ve been chasing for the last five years.
We went all in, partnering up with ALUULA Composites and developing an 
award-winning fabric that is the lightest and strongest on the market.

No words can truly capture the improvement in performance of ALUULA-
framed kites. They feel completely different to fly, with previously unseen 
levels of responsiveness, an expanded wind range allowing for insane light 
wind performance, and incredible precision at the top end. 

Try an A-Series and you’re unlikely to ever return to traditional-build kites…

Material Specifics:
Air Frame - ALUULA AGx 82 with PU bladders
Canopy - Teijin D2 Double Ripstop

Rider Benefits: 
• Improved Performance
• Increased Wind Range
• Insane Strength 
• Enhanced Lightwind Capabilities
• Refined Top End Control



FLITE A-SERIES
LIGHTWIND FREERIDE

The Flite featuring ALUULA is a 3-strut kite that is highly responsive yet lighter than current no-strut kites, 
providing optimum light-wind performance, while retaining precision and control in increased wind speeds.

The extreme light weight, combined with the stiff yet reactive ALUULA air frame technology, means larger kites 
become supercharged, allowing performance levels to increase exponentially.

To further build on the enhancements provided by ALUULA, we have fine-tuned all our light wind manufactur-
ing techniques and components, with the Flite Ultra Lite canopy using proven D2 double ripstop from Teijin.

Incredibly responsive, the Flite excels in all riding styles and with whichever board you are riding. The days of 
compromise are over. The Flite featuring ALUULA is the world’s lightest, strongest, and highest performing 
light-wind kite!

Sizes: 12, 14.5, 17

ROAM A-SERIES
FREERIDE FOIL BOARD / WAVE

The Roam featuring ALUULA is simply a dream come true for freeride foilers and committed wave riders.

This 3-strut kite with an ultra-light and strong ALUULA air frame allows for precise sheeting control, snappy 
turns and on-demand kite positioning in light winds. And should the wind pick up, the stiffness of the air frame 
means that the kite’s stability and precision control is retained.

For freeride foiling, kite transitions on the Roam are achievable in the lightest of breezes, and with the deep, low 
aspect design coupled with the light ALUULA air frame, the Roam will not luff or stall, even in complete slack-
line situations.

Unpredictable wind states and formerly unmakeable sections all become opportunities for the rider: the playing 
field is fully opened up by riding the Roam A-Series.

Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12

KITES



DP-SERIES DACRON PERFORMANCE AIR FRAME

Featuring Challenge D2.9

The lightest 3-strut Dacron / ripstop kites in the world. 

Overview:
The DP-Series is geared towards experienced riders who demand the high-
est quality and performance from their kites. Using the latest materials and 
construction techniques in Dacron, polyester ripstop and PU bladders, the 
Ocean Rodeo R&D team have focused the DP-Series on ensuring the highest 
performance levels possible utilizing traditional materials. 

Reinforcements have been minimized and used only in key areas, while any 
areas where material-weight was surplus to necessity have been reengineered, 
and the excess weight removed. 

Both foil and wave riders will appreciate these weight-saving efforts, while Big 
Air effectiveness rockets skyward.

Material Specifics: 
Air Frame - Challenge 2.9 RS Dacron with PU bladders
Canopy - Teijin D2 Double Ripstop

Rider Benefits:
• Lightwind Optimized
• Increased Wind Range
• Enhanced Boosting



ROAM DP-SERIES
FREERIDE FOIL BOARD / WAVE

Using a carefully selected mix of Dacron and ripstop, we have created a super light yet rugged 3-strut air frame. 

Although the Roam’s design remains familiar in Gen 3, the kite’s flying weight has been greatly reduced (weigh-
ing-in lighter than most single strut kites), improving its performance not just in light wind, but in all wind 
conditions.

The ultra light weight and deep foil profile in combination with a moderate arc provide for sharp, responsive 
turns, maximum drift, and the low-end hover sought out when freeride foiling, or drifting down-the-line on your 
surfboard.  

With the Roam Gen 3, there is no longer a need to compromise on stability and wind range in favour of no 
struts. 

Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12

KITES

FLITE DP-SERIES
LIGHTWIND FREERIDE

As light as a one strut, with the stability of three struts.

The Flite offers dynamic lightwind performance. An excellent companion for all riding styles and board types. 
Twintips, directionals and foil boards, the Flite’s tight, snappy turns, big lofty jumps, forgiving kite loops and 
effortless water relaunch will get you on the water and riding before the rest.

The Gen 7 Flite: truly the world’s only high performance light wind kite.

Sizes: 12, 14.5, 17



D-SERIES DACRON AIR FRAME

Featuring Dimension Polyant KPE and Challenge D2.9

Built tough and built to last…

Overview:
Ocean Rodeo’s D-Series kites are the foundation of our entire kite line up, with 
materials and construction techniques that are focused on ensuring maximum 
durability without compromising high-end performance. 

D-Series kites are tuned for all levels and built for riders who want maximum 
longevity, durability, and demand superior flying capabilities in a wide range of 
wind conditions.

If you want a high performing kite built to the highest specifications which is 
guaranteed to help you take your riding to the next level, then the D-Series is 
for you.

Material Specifics: 
Air Frame - Dimension Polyant KPE Dacron and Challenge 2.9 RS Dacron with 
PU bladders
Canopy - Teijin D2 Double Ripstop 

Rider Benefits: 
• Long-Lasting Durability 
• Built For Rugged Use
• Increased Wind Range



PRODIGY D-SERIES
FREERIDE

The Prodigy allows you to do it all, with just one kite.

High wind, light wind, waves, freestyle, big air, foilboarding: the Prodigy will deliver the handling and perfor-
mance to allow you to make the most of any wind and wave conditions.

The moderate arc and ultra stable 3-strut design combined with weight-reducing build techniques are what 
makes this kite truly a master of all conditions. 

Whether you’re sneaking a light wind session after work, or pushing the limits in 40 knots, the Prodigy will 
consistently deliver.

Sizes: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.5, 12

RAZOR D-SERIES
FREESTYLE / MEGALOOP 

Get ready to #LoopIt! 

With a narrow C-shaped arc for ultra fast turning and consistent power delivery, freestyle riders will appreciate 
the precise handling and control the Razor delivers, allowing for confident riding and the opportunity to unleash 
your inner freestyle beast!

With the innovative FST (Forward Swept Tips) design, precision turning input, and optimized turn up stroke, the 
Razor is also our megaloop machine. 

Now in its 8th generation, the Razor is built tough and light, with time-tested materials and construction 
techniques.

Sizes 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14

KITES



CRAVE D-SERIES
FREESTYLE / WAVE

The Crave has been designed to meet the demands of GKA Pro Wave Tour riders. Prototypes of the Crave were 
rigorously tested and proven at all the 2018/19 Tour stops, with top results in both strapless freestyle and pure wave 
events.

The Crave’s signature down-the-line drift is enhanced with refined LE tube diameters and strut shaping. The arc and 
foil shape have been fine-tuned to deliver the perfect balance of drift and upwind performance, providing a fast 
turnaround and getting you back to the take off zone in double time... 

The Crave is fitted with Forward Swept Tips (FST). A popular feature of the Razor, FST delivers crisp, nimble, and 
controlled kite loops, ensuring world class performance for strapless freestyle riding. We’ve also integrated a broad 
wingtip design to allow for lightning quick water relaunches and maximum flying control, even when the kite is at the 
extreme edges of the window.

Sizes 7, 8, 9, 10, 12



GEN 9 PUNCHOUT TRIM LOOP

The Gen 9 Trim Loop sets a new standard in ease of use and security.

EASY AUTO RESET (Patent Pending)

The push release cuff remains held in the open and ready-to-reset position at 
all angles of release. Simply push the free end of the trim loop into the reset 
chamber and the release cuff automatically snaps back into position.

For added security, the stainless steel release pin is shrouded by the release 
cuff, guarding your hand from release pin motion during activation.

The push release cuff features an ergonomic grip. A smooth surface on the 
back side of the cuff reduces accidental activation of the release cuff against 
the bumps and bangs encountered while riding.

COMPACT BODY INCREASES SHEETING RANGE

The Gen 9 Trim Loop body has been shortened by 1cm, increasing the bottom end sheeting range.

REFINED ROTO HUB

Below bar line swivel “Roto Hub” has been further refined, delivering smooth line twist management. An optional 

precision stainless steel bearing can be installed to deliver effortless line untwisting.

QUICK CHANGE U SHAPED TRIM LOOP

Swapping in large, small or rope slider trim loop options has never been quicker. A standard fin hex key is all that’s 
required. The trim loop is pre molded into a U shape, making reset even easier when combined with the automatic 
docking and push reset feature.

TAPERED TRIM LOOP RETAINER 

Holds the trim loop in place in the event of slack line or extreme sheeting angles, reducing the chance of unwanted 

unhooking. Secure lock design between the trim loop retainer and trim loop minimizes false unhooking.

BARS

GEN 9 FREERIDE LEASH

This new leash is composed of a HD Spectra line sheathed inside a rugged 
8mm urethane tube and features a refined stainless steel carabiner that is 
lighter, smaller and stronger than previous designs. 

The carabiner is housed inside the EVA float and pre tensioned carabiner 
garage, reducing the chance of line snagging.

EASY SPIN LEASH CONNECTION

ROPE SLIDER LOOP

QUICK CHANGE TRIM LOOP

FREESTYLE LOOP

AUTO RESET AFTER EJECT

ISO 21853 Compliant

ISO 21853 Compliant



SHIFT
The Shift bar is a joy for all styles of 
riding, and particularly cherished by 
freeride and wave specialists. Entering 
its 4th year in production, and fast 
becoming the future standard of kite 
control, the Shift has a back line trim 
that provides reliable and seamless 
power adjustment, all within easy 
reach, and without having to take 
your eyes off the water. 

Further new refinements include a 
reduced diameter grip, resulting in a 
more direct and tactile feel between 
the kite and bar. The diamond grip 
texture has also been refined, making 
it less aggressive on the hands while 
still delivering exceptional grip for all 
riding styles and in varying environ-
mental temperatures.

Other new features include crank 
stops at the tips of both bar floats, 
and further refined gearing in the 
pawl winder assembly for precision 
trim control every time.

The Shift outfits with the new Gen 
9 PunchOut Trim Loop and freeride 
leash. ISO 21853 compliant, the new 
Trim Loop and leash are loaded with 
exciting new features to enhance your 
ride while delivering reliable release 
and depower flag out.

Bar Length: 52cm
Line Length: 22m

SURF               FREE RIDE               FREESTYLE              BIG AIR               WAKE SURF               FREE RIDE               FREESTYLE              BIG AIR               WAKE

PILOT
Introducing the new Pilot bar: our 
cleanest, easiest to use front line trim 
bar to date.

Combining time tested components 
and materials, the Pilot bar delivers 
enhanced precision and control to 
front line trim, and now features our 
ISO certified Gen 9 PunchOut system.

Bar length: 46cm and 52cm
Line Length: 22m (19m + 3m) 

BARS

Universal Stopper (coming soon) 

Easily adjusted, single handed, 
on-the-fly bar stopper. The Universal 
Stopper is quick to add or remove 
using a simple hex key tool.



BOARDS

SMOOTHY
FREERIDE / FREESTYLE

Built with everything we’ve learned from almost two 
decades of twintip design and freeride prowess, the 
Smoothy is a freeride twintip unlike any other.

A deep, double concave base rides through the chop 
and delivers a hard carving freeride experience, while 
the tapered flat rails and bi-axially designed flex 
provide responsive freestyle performance. 

Ideal for those riders looking to progress in their 
freestyle riding while still enjoying the typical coastal 
chop when you’re not lucky enough to be gliding across 
a butter-flat lagoon.

Every Smoothy comes complete with Bliss Air pads, 
straps, and grab handle and Groove 155 polycarbonate 
fins.

*Boot compatible.

145cm
x 45cm

142cm
x 43cm

139cm
x 42cm

136cm
x 41cm

133cm
x 40cm

130cm
x 39cm

SURF               FREERIDE               FREESTYLE              BIG AIR               WAKE

165cm (KING) 150cm 140cm 135cm

MAKO
SURF / FREERIDE

For 15 years the Mako has enjoyed a reputation as 
kiteboarding’s smoothest, most refined board with 
deliciously hard biting rails and a chop-taming concave.

Available in four different sizes, the Mako line-up offers 
surf and freeride enthusiasts of all backgrounds a board 
suited to their riding style and size, while the wood core 
ensures your board will survive the rough and tumble 
conditions and coastal chop in which this board is built 
to perform.

Every Mako comes complete with Bliss Air pads, straps, 
grab handle, and Groove 135 polycarbonate fins.

The Mako, a kiteboarding freeride legend. 

SURF               FREERIDE               FREESTYLE              BIG AIR               WAKE



DUKE
FREERIDE

The Duke’s deep concave ensures this 
board rides smoothly and balanced over 
chop, reducing the nose chatter often 
associated with other directional boards.

The concave also helps the Duke rip 
upwind, leading to a much more stable 
board with a massive sweet spot that 
is good for transitional footwork and 
landing tricks.

25% lighter for 2020, the refined Duke 
layup delivers a light and lively ride while 
continuing its existing legacy of extreme 
durability.

Each Duke ships with a set of five Pulse 
composite fins allowing you to run your 
board as a 3-fin thruster or 4-fin quad. 

165cm x 47cm (5’4” x 18”)
Volume: 25.3 Liters

FREERIDE                             STRAPLESS FREESTYLE                                  SURF

JESTER
FREERIDE / STRAPLESS FREESTYLE

Lighter and stronger for 2020, we’ve 
tuned up the Jester to be even more 
reactive and fun. Built for riders of all 
sizes who crave a light and lively ride, 
or ideal for a smaller, lighter rider who 
will appreciate the thinned volume and 
outline.

During the 2018 Pro Tour season, the 
Jester was the weapon of choice for 
our pro riders in strapless freestyle. Its 
flatter rocker profile combined with a 
deep concave allowed our riders to get 
up and riding while others remained 
bogged down... 

The Jester: efficient, quick and nimble, 
and 25% lighter for 2020! 

Each Jester ships with a set of five Pulse 
composite fins allowing you to run your 
board as a 3-fin thruster or 4-fin quad.

155 cm x 46 cm (5’1” x 18”)
Volume: 17.6 Liters

FREERIDE                             STRAPLESS FREESTYLE                                  SURF

BOARDS



CREEP
STRAPLESS FREESTYLE / SURF

Designed by GKA World Tour 
competitor Reece Myerscough, the 
Creep has already delivered several 
top 10 finishes on the tour.

The Creep rocker has been fine tuned 
to handle the cross offshore winds 
and hollow waves of tour locations 
like Ponta Preta, while still offering 
competition strapless freestyle 
performance.  

Tuned for balance while spinning, the 
Creep rotates through shove-its and 
other technical moves with precision 
and control. 

A subtle single concave serves up 
effortless 360 opportunities, with 
contoured finger grooves down each 
rail for controlled, no-slip strapless 
grabs.

5’1” x 18” x 2” (55 cm x 46 cm x 5 cm)
Volume: 20 Liters

FREE RIDE                             STRAPLESS FREESTYLE                                  SURF



SURFBOARD TRACTION
FULL DECK PAD
It’s no secret that with better grip you can drive harder into your 
turns, stick more landings and ride with more power and control.

The Ocean Rodeo full deck pad delivers superior traction with the 
added benefit of cushioning for both your feet and your board.

Made with super light yet rugged EVA foam, our 10 piece design 
allows you to customize your grip layout from minimalist to full deck 
coverage.

The tail pad features a 25mm raised kicker to keep your back foot in 
the sweet spot.

Designed to fit most surfboards and is fully compatible with Ocean 
Rodeo’s entire surf-style board line up.

BOARD ACCESSORIES

BLISS AIR  PADS, STRAPS AND GRAB HANDLE
Highly adjustable, the Bliss Air pads and straps are designed to work with all Ocean Rodeo and most other brands’ 
twin tip kiteboards.

FEATURES

DAMPENING AIR SYSTEM
The durable and sophisticated AIR pillow is located in the heel area of the footpad, and brings unmatched comfort, 
superior riding performance and increased safety.

TOE RIDGE SYSTEM
Perfectly placed special foam ridge ensures your foot is always aligned and helps ‘monkey grip’ the board during 
jumps and transitions.

QUICK STRAP RATCHET
The sophisticated ratchet and durable plastic strap delivers a snug and comfortable fit for every session. Built with 
marine tested materials to ensure perfect functionality in all conditions.

MEMORY FOAM SYSTEM
Unique memory foam system ensures the foot strap is a secure, comfortable fit without any pinching or pressure 
points, resulting in exceptional comfort, control, performance and increased rider safety.

GRAB HANDLE
Weighing only 50g, the ergonomically shaped handle provides comfortable grip and handling. 



GROOVE 
POLYCARBONATE FINS
Our rugged injection molded polycarbonate fins, precision 
foiled with anti-cavitation grooves, deliver incredible 
control in all conditions.

Standard hole placements with two separate settings lets 
you tune your fin position forward or back depending on 
your board style, size, and fin hole locations.

PULSE COMPOSITE FINS
Composite 5-fin surf pack. Run your board as a 3-fin 
thruster or 4-fin quad. 

135 x 56

140 x 40

155 x 38

PRO TOUR BAG
The Ocean Rodeo Pro Tour Bag is designed by 
kiteboarders for kiteboarders.

Offering the ability to get through crowded spaces 
quickly and efficiently with our innovative side mounted 
wheel system, it is both light and exceptionally strong.

Thoroughly tested by our pro riders, the Pro Tour has 
withstood the ultimate real world test. A full year on 
the Pro Wave tour, taking in Morocco, Spain, Portugal, 
Australia, Mexico, Cabo Verde, the US, Canada, and 
more. Beaten, dragged, tossed and abused, the Pro 
Tour has taken the hits and is still going strong. 

Dimensions: 160 x 55 x 25cm
Weight 3.9 kg 
Volume: 220 cubic liters

GO-JOE LEASHLESS 
BOARD RECOVERY
The Go-Joe is in use in schools worldwide and is the 
only board recovery device officially endorsed and 
promoted by both the IKO and PASA, the world’s two 
largest kiteboard instructor certification bodies.

Designed to sit unobtrusively between your feet on the 
board, you won’t even notice the Go-Joe when riding. 
However, lose your board and the Go-Joe’s inflated 
body will flip your board over for you and catch the 
wind, sailing the board down wind so that it is never far 
from you after a crash or hard landing.

BOARD ACCESSORIES



REACT 
2.5M TRAINER
The React Trainer Kite is a 2.5m, four 
line kite designed to rig and fly just 
like full scale kites! The React comes 
ready to fly, and includes its own 
trainer harness that doubles as your 
bag!

PACKAGE COMES WITH:

• 2.5m React kite
• Control bar 
• 15m (50’) flying lines
• Inflation pump
• Trainer harness / carry bag

START 
1M TRAINER
The Start trainer kite is a simple and 
economical way to experience power 
kiting.

No inflating, just take it out of the 
bag, attach the lines and fly! Learning 
the flying basics on a trainer kite is 
the safest way to develop the “muscle 
memory” required to control larger 
power kites safely. Basic kite flying 
skills should be second nature before 
attempting to fly a larger power kite 
as used in kiteboarding.

PACKAGE COMES WITH:

• 1m Start trainer kite
• 46cm (18”) deluxe trainer bar
• 15M (50’) flying lines
• Carry bag

TRAINERS



DRYSUITS

SOUL
Where refined design meets technical performance, the 
Soul is our premium sporting drysuit of choice.

Built to offer you greater flexibility than any wetsuit and 
customizable levels of warmth, the Soul features our 
revolutionary Captive Zip design, giving you the ability 
to choose full “dry mode” or “stand-by mode”.

 FEATURES:

• Standby or Full Drysuit mode / Captive Zip self entry

• German made TIZIP Masterseal main dry zip 

• Two way captive over flap jacket zip

• Outer chest and waist pocket

• 500 Denier abrasion overlays at knees, buttocks 

   and crotch

• VENTOR salt water resistant, drysuit-specific water

   proof breathable material

• Neoprene wrist and ankle seals

• Adjustable neoprene neck seal

• Articulated knees and elbows

• Adjustable and removable suspenders

• Removable hood

• German made TIZIP Masterseal crotch relief zip

• Wrist and lower leg “boot cuff” overlays

Sizes: XS, S, M, MK, L, LK, XL, XLK, 2XL, 3XL



HEAT
The Heat features an efficient, clean design to deliver 
incredible performance and reliability now synonymous 
with Ocean Rodeo’s drysuits.

Built to offer you greater flexibility than any wetsuit and 
customizable levels of warmth, the Heat features our 
revolutionary Captive Zip design, giving you the ability to 
choose full “dry mode” or “stand-by mode”.

 FEATURES:

• Standby or Full Drysuit mode / Captive Zip self entry

• German made TIZIP Masterseal main dry zip 

• Streamlined jacket back (optimized for dinghy sailing)

• Adjustable neoprene neck seal

• Neoprene wrist seals

• Outer chest pocket

• 200 Denier abrasion overlays at knees, buttocks and 

crotch

• VENTOR salt water resistant, drysuit-specific waterproof 

breathable material

• Articulated knees and elbows

• Adjustable and removable suspenders

• Integrated dry sock booties

• Reflective screen graphics

Sizes: XS, S, M, MK, L, LK, XL, XLK, 2XL

DRYSUITS



TOWEL CHANGE HOODIE
A warm and cozy velour microfiber hoodie / changing 
robe featuring a large kangaroo pocket and side hand 
slits for easy access to don or doff your clothing, wetsuit 
or drysuit.

Great for a post session towel off and warmth against 
the chill. Doubles as the ultimate post session couch 
potato / Netflix binge watching attire.

Super soft, absorbent, and quick drying.

One size fits all.

BIG PUMP
SMOOTH ACTION, HIGH FLOW

With a massive 2.9L chamber and high volume double 
action valve, the all new Big Pump will get you pumped 
up and on the water in a hurry.

Featuring an extra tall body with high air flow piston, 
anti-sand seals and intake filter, convertible single 
action valve for double the PSI, a reliable pressure 
gauge and three attachment fittings, the Big Pump is 
ready to work with any kite on the market.

ACCESSORIES

OR CREW HOODIE
Take Ocean Rodeo’s No Excuses attitude with you both 
on and off the water. Our new super soft hoodies are 
made of 50% cotton and 50% polyester.

OR CREW CAPS
With a variety of styles and designs you’re sure to find the hat that suits you best! 

OR CREW T-SHIRT
Show the world that you’re part of the Ocean Rodeo 
community with a soft, high quality tee made of 50% 
cotton and 50% polyester.



30 KNOT 
INFLATABLE TENT
Tested and proven at demo days with high winds. 
Be the last tent standing when the winds start to howl 
and take your demos to the next level.

Premium materials and a rugged construction 
combined with a stout frame keeps you sheltered 
while the others are picking up the pieces of their 
sub-standard tents!

Dimensions: 4m x 4m 

OR FEATHER FLAGS
Stand out on the beach with the Ocean Rodeo Feather 
Flags - a guarantee of quality wherever they’re 
planted!



oceanrodeo.com
info@oceanrodeo.com
NA +1-778-734-2696 

NA Toll Free 888-544-4969


